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Phase separation of a polymer blend driven by oscillating particles

Yue-jin Zhu and Yu-qiang Ma*
National Laboratory of Solid State Microstructures, Nanjing University, Nanjing 210093, China

~Received 21 November 2002; published 23 April 2003!

We study the possible formation of ordered structures of a binary polymer blend by introducing mobile
particles in a periodically oscillating driving field. The particles which have a preferential attraction to one of
the immiscible phases, will significantly perturb the phase separation of the system and breakup the isotropy of
the system, so that some interesting structures such as lamellar and cylinder phases are observed by appropriate
selection of the simulation parameters. We examine in detail the dependence of formed morphology and
domain size on the oscillating fields, the relative composition of mixtures, the diffusion coefficient, and quench
depth, and then discuss how to realize stable and highly ordered structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phase separation in a binary immiscible polymer m
ture has been studied extensively theoretically and exp
mentally @1#. When the system is suddenly quenched bel
the spinodal line, the domain morphology may be an in
connected bicontinuous phase or isolated droplets, depen
on the relative fraction of the two phases, and changes c
tinuously in space and time. In order to obtain new and u
ful ordering structures due to its potential importance in
material engineering, some previous studies have consid
the application of external perturbations~e.g., shear flows
electric field, temperature inhomogeneity, and surfaces! to
control the domain curvature and orientation@2–10#. For ex-
ample, depending on the frequency and amplitude of the
cillatory shear flow, the domain morphologies of the blo
copolymer system could be the lamellar structures either
allel or perpendicular to the flow direction@9–12#.

Actually, the ordered structures can also be generated
means of the introduction of mobile particles to polym
blends@13–19#. In many technological applications, the u
of colloidal or glass particles is a promising route to mate
als synthesis with the opportunity to create highly orde
structures on wide length scales. However, when the mo
particles are introduced, the growth dynamics may
changed due to the interplay of several dynamic mec
nisms. Tanakaet al. @13# first provided experimental stud
on the pattern evolution in a binary mixture into which m
bile particles were introduced with different interactions
two immiscible phases, and found that the presence of
bile particles dramatically changes the morphology a
growth kinetics of the phase-separation. This phenome
originates from the strong preferential attraction of the fil
particles by one component of the blend. As we know,
presence of such a selective interaction will strongly aff
the structure evolution and growth dynamics by compet
with phase-separation process@13–16#. By combining cell
dynamical systems~CDS! and Langevin dynamics for par
ticles, Ginzburget al. @17# studied the phase separation in
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binary mixture for low particle density with selective affinit
of one of the species. It was found that the addition of h
particles greatly changes both the speed and the morpho
of the phase separation. However, in these studies, p
separation still led to an isotropic, disordered morphology
the coexisting phases. By using CDS method, we have s
ied the structure formation on the solid substrate of pha
separating films containing mobile particles with a prefere
tial attraction for one component of the mixtures. It w
shown that the presence of mobile particles under
surface-particle interaction modulation breaks the isotropy
the bulk phase-separating process, leading to the forma
of orientational structures under a modulated pinning pot
tial @18#. Recently, we have further reported the formation
striped patterns of a binary polymer film through period
oscillatory particles with special addictive to one of the tw
immiscible phases. We observe the striped domain struct
either parallel or perpendicular to the oscillatory direction
changing the oscillatory frequency and amplitude@20#. This
indicates that the oscillatory particles can control the ord
ing morphology in phase separation of multicomponent m
tures.

In this paper, we study the formation of three-dimensio
order structures of phase-separating systems by introdu
mobile particles in a periodically oscillating field. The osc
latory external field enforces the movement of partic
along oscillatory direction, and the particles in turn influen
the phase-separating process due to an affinity for one o
components, resulting in the development of anisotro
structures. We find that the competition between the ph
segregation and the deformation of the favored phase
duced by mobile particles, can lead to continuous structu
along the oscillation forcing direction and the lamellar stru
tures perpendicular to the oscillatory direction. Depend
on the strength of the oscillatory fields, we can obse
highly ordered structures such as lamellar and cylindri
phases, contrary to the two-dimensional case. To discuss
to realize highly ordered lamellar structures, we have a
investigated the dependence of the morphology and the
main size on the relative concentration between two pha
the diffusion coefficient, and quench depth.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted
the description of the model. In Sec. III, the numerical resu
ic
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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for pattern formation and growth behavior of phase sepa
tion are obtained and discussed. Finally, a brief summar
given in Sec. IV.

II. MODELS AND METHODS

We investigate a three-dimensional phase-separating
tem, and add a small concentration of particles subjecte
periodically oscillating fields. We assume an externally alt
nating ‘‘electric’’ field acting on ‘‘charged’’ mobile particles
along thex direction to describe the externally driving forc
The local volume fractions of the componentsA, B and par-
ticles are denoted byfA(x,y,z), fB(x,y,z), andr(x,y,z),
respectively, and the total densityfA(x,y,z)1fB(x,y,z)
1r(x,y,z) is assumed to be constant normalized to un
Under the incompressibility condition, two of the local vo
ume fractions will be independent. We takec(x,y,z)
5fA(x,y,z)2fB(x,y,z) and r(x,y,z) as the independen
variables. The order parameterc(x,y,z) gives the local con-
centration difference betweenA (c.0) and B (c,0)
phases, whereas the order parameterr(x,y,z) describes the
local particle concentration. We use a two-order-param
model proposed by Komuraet al. @21#. The free-energy
function of the system is given by

F5E E E dxdydzS 2
a

2
c21

b

4
c41

d

2
~“c!2

1er2~r2rs!
21grc D , ~1!

where parametersa, b, d, e, and g are positive constants
The e term allows the coexistence of two bulk states@21#,
i.e.,r50 andr5rs . The stater50 corresponds to the cas
in which the system is locally occupied either byA or B,
whereasr5rs corresponds to the case in which the loc
volume is occupied only by the mobile particles. Here,
take into account a cross termg between the order param
etersc andr due to the coupling between the mixture a
the particles.g.0 means that the particle is energetica
favorable in theB phase (c,0), and g is the interaction
strength between the particles and the blend.

The dynamics of the phase-separating process is
scribed by the coupled time-dependent Ginzburg-Lan
equations@21–23# for the two order parametersc andr. We
have@21#

]c

]t
5Mc¹2

dF

dc
, ~2!

]r

]t
1¹• je5M r¹2

dF

dr
, ~3!

whereMc andM r are mobility coefficients. The second ter
on the left-hand side of Eq.~3! comes from the addition
current due to the existence of a driving field acting on p
ticles. As is well known, the periodically oscillating field ca
be realized in many practical applications such as elec
lytes, charged colloids, or granular materials. In the pres
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work, a bias field is applied along thex axis, and the effect of
driving the particles is analogous to that of an electric fie
on positive charges. This will cause the break down of sy
metry in the system, and may significantly alter the ma
rophase separating structures. We neglect interactions
tween particles and consider only the particles’ exclud
volume constraint@24#. In the presence of oscillatory exte
nal field gsin(vt)x̂, pointing along unit vectorx̂, a simple
form of driving field can be modeled by the ‘‘Ohmic’’ cur
rent je5g sin(vt)r(12r)x̂ reflecting the vanishing ofje in a
completely filled or empty system@24#. Here,g is the am-
plitude andv is the frequency.

We perform numerical simulations of the model syste
using CDS approach by Oono and Puri@25,26#. The CDS
equations corresponding to Eqs.~2! and ~3! are written as

c~x,y,z,t11!5c~x,y,z,t !1Mc~^^I c&&2I c!,

r~x,y,z,t11!5r~x,y,z,t !1M r~^^I r&&2I r!

2g sin~vt !@122r~x,y,z,t !#

3@r~x11,y,z,t !2r~x21,y,z,t !#/2,

~4!

where

I c52D~^^c&&2c!2A tanhc1c1gr,

I r5Er~r2rs!~2r2rs!1gc, ~5!

and

^^X&&5
6

80 (
NN

X1
3

80 (
NNN

X1
1

80 (
NNNN

X, ~6!

where the subscripts NN, NNN, and NNNN stand f
nearest-neighbor, next-nearest-neighbor, and next-n
nearest-neighbor cells, respectively. For the original cell
namics system, the lattice size (Dx, Dy, or Dz) and the time
stepDt were both set to be unity. The CDS parametersA, D,
andE in Eq. ~5! are related to the free-energy parameters
Eq. ~1! by A511a, D5d, andE52e @27#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulations are performed on a cubicL3L3L564364
364 lattice under periodic boundary conditions, and mob
particle phase 5%. The spatial averages ofc and r are c̄

50 and r̄50.05, respectively. We fix the parameters asA
51.2, g50.1, D50.5, E50.25, rs51, and Mc5M r

50.05. The effects of the strengths of driving fields on p
tern selection are first investigated. The domain patterns
different parameters~a! g50.02, v50.002 and ~b! g
50.08, v50.013, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respective
The gray color regions stand forA-rich domain, while light
gray color regions representB-rich domain. The particles are
shown in black color. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 1 th
for small oscillatory amplitude and frequency, the doma
morphology displays a continuous structure along the os
3-2
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latory forcing direction, i.e., the striped pattern is formed
the cross section parallel to thex axis ~e.g.,zx plane orxy
plane!. This may be due to the fact that the oscillatory m
tion of mobile particles will significantly breakup the sym
metry of the system and enforce the coarsening proces
the favored phase B adjusted to the motion of particles.
diffusion of B phase along the particle oscillatory direction
more strong than that of perpendicular direction. On
plane perpendicular to thex direction (yz plane!, the isotro-
pic macrophase separation is still not broken up. The p
ticles are aggregated into the bulk phaseB because this is
energetically favorable. On the other hand, we observe f
Fig. 2 that for large oscillatory amplitude and frequency,
particles drive the favored phaseB to self-assemble into a
lamellar structure which is perpendicular to the oscillato
direction. In fact, when the periodically oscillating force
strong enough, the favored phaseB retains rapid motion
along the oscillatoryx direction due to sufficiently high os
cillating frequencyv, while the movement ofA component
becomes relatively slow. On the other hand, due to the la
amplitudeg, the moving range of the oscillatory particles
so large that the favored phaseB is easily driven to extrude
the A phase along the oscillatory direction, and thus theA
phase is gradually crowded into thin domain perpendicula
the oscillatory direction. At the late stage, the thin domainA
will join to form lamellar pieces perpendicular to the dire

FIG. 1. Snapshot pictures of phase separation withg50.02,v
50.002, andg50.1. PhaseA is represented by the gray regio
phaseB by the light gray region, and the mobile particles by blac
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tion of the oscillatory force. Further, due to high frequen
oscillation of the particle, its motion track can be effective
taken as a ‘‘rodlike’’ structure, and thus at the late stage,
structure and orientation of the system is seemly domina
by parallel ‘‘rods,’’ leading to the formation of smectic laye
structures. As we know, such a lamellar pattern has b
widely seen in smectic-A liquid crystal systems. In the
present case, the oscillatory motion of particles suppres
the domain coarsening along the oscillatory direction, in c
trast to the case observed in Fig. 1.

We can calculate numerically the domain sizeR(t),
which is derived from the inverse of the first moment of t
structure factorS(k,t)5^ckc2k&. For thex-axis continuous
structure~Fig. 1!, the domain morphology on the cross se
tion (yz plane! is still isotropic structure. We introduce th
mean characteristic sizeRyz(t) to describe the domain
growth onyz plane

Ryz~ t !52p/^k̄yz~ t !&, ~7!

with

^k̄yz~ t !&5(
i 51

L F E dkkSi~k,t !YE dkSi~k,t !G Y L, ~8!

.

FIG. 2. Snapshot pictures of phase separation withg50.08,v
50.013, andg50.1. PhaseA is represented by the gray region
phaseB by the light gray region, and the mobile particles by blac
3-3
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FIG. 3. Log-log plots of characteristic domai
size vs time with ~a! g50.02, v50.002, g
50.1, and~b! g50.08, v50.013,g50.1.
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where Si(k,t) is spherically averaged structure fact
on yz plane with a fixed lattice indexi at x axis,
defined asSi(k,t)5(ky ,kz8 S(k,t)/(81. On the other hand

for the lamellar structure shown in Fig. 2, the domain s
Rx along the x direction which gives the thickness o
lamella, is defined byRx52p/^kx(t)&, where ^kx(t)&
5@*dkkx

2S(k,t)/*dkS(k,t)#1/2 @28,29#. All results are aver-
aged over five independent runs. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show
the time evolution of the domain sizesRyz and Rx for the
parameters which are chosen to be the same as those in
1 and 2, respectively. We see from Fig. 3~a! that the growth
exponent of the mean domain sizeRyz(t) is 0.2, which is
evidently smaller than13 of Lifshitz-Slyozov~LS! coarsening
mechanism@30#. This shows that the oscillatory motion o
the particles slows down the process of phase separatio
theyz plane perpendicular to the oscillatory direction, due
the pinning effect of the particles on the favored phaseB
@17,31#. On the other hand, it can be seen from Fig. 3~b! that
for strong oscillatory force, the domain growth alongx di-
rection is quickly suppressed, and the characteristic dom
size Rx is kept unchanged, approximately equal to 5
60.4. We also see from Fig. 3~b! that at the late stage,
small periodic fluctuation in the characteristic domain s
Rx is observed, due to the fact that the thin lamellar struct
of B phase is easily affected by the enforced oscillation
the mobile particles, resulting in slight change of the lame
width. Notice that in Fig. 3~b!, as the time goes on, th
growth curveRx shows a sharp drop, signifying the morpho
ogy transition. At the early stage, the domain structure
disordered andRx increases with timet. However, as the
time is further increased, the system morphology chan
from the disordered continuous to the lamellar structu
When this transition occurs, the domain sizeRx drops to a
lower value corresponding to the lamellar width. We sho
also point out that for weak oscillation case, because
continuous and parallel structure is formed along the osc
tory direction at the late stage, in principle, the x-directi
domain size should be the lattice size. Therefore, in Fig. 3~a!,
we did not show the time dependence of the character
quantityRx . Similarly, for strong oscillation case, due to th
formation of parallel lamellar structures alongyz plane, the
domain sizeRyz at the late stage is equal to the lattice size.
Fig. 3~b!, we plot onlyRx describing the lamellar width.

For weak oscillatory force, it will be interesting if we ca
realize the cylindrical structures along the oscillatory dire
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tion. Here, we discuss the effects of the variation of the re
tive composition of the two phasesA andB on the formation
of ordered cylindrical structures. By changing initial spat

averagec̄ for fixed g50.02 andv50.002, Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!,
and 4~c! show the changes of domain morphologies at

5150 000 for~a! c̄50.1, ~b! c̄50.25, and~c! c̄50.4, re-
spectively. We see that with a gradual increase of the spa

averagec̄ ~i.e., theB phase is decreased!, the system still
retains thex-direction continuous structure driven by the m
bile particles under weak oscillatory force. On perpendicu
yz plane, the oscillatory particles do not break the isotro
phase-separating process. Interestingly, as the concentr
of the B-component is further decreased, the cylindric
structure may be formed. It is expected that the domain m
phology onyz plane displays the circular droplets pattern,
seen from Fig. 5. Further, we can calculate the domain s
of cylindrical structures, and easily see from Fig. 6 that
cylindrical structure is very stable due to the suppression
late-stage growth~the growth exponent is 0.01), contrary
those of high concentrations ofB phase. This clearly indi-
cates that in the present weak oscillating case, the st
cylindrical structures may be formed by changing the re
tive composition of polymer blends. Actually, the increase
c̄ will breakup the composition symmetry of the syste
namely,B phase becomes the minority one. Therefore, fo
given particle number, the minority phaseB is more easily
disrupted by the oscillatory particles: on the one hand,
growth of domain is more seriously suppressed than tha
the smallc̄ due to the particle-phaseB coupling interaction;
on the other hand, the circular domain on theyz plane is
more easily formed for the minority phaseB enclosed by the
majority phaseA due to the preferential attraction toB phase
by oscillatory particles. If we perform the simulations ofc̄
.0.4, the results also show the very stable cylindrical str
tures with the smaller sizes.

Furthermore, in order to discuss how to realize high
ordered lamellar structures under strong oscillating force,
investigate the dependence of the morphology and the
main size on the diffusion coefficientD and quench depths
We find that the competition between the phase segrega
and the driven oscillating field acting on particles plays
important role on the formation of defect-free lamellar stru
tures. Figure 7 displays the effects of effective diffusion c
efficient D on the lamellar structures at timet5150 000
3-4
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when the oscillatory force is strong (g50.08 and v
50.013). We see that for lower value of the parameterD,
there exist many topological defects such as disclinations
this case, the phase separation of the system is too w
compared to the driven oscillating force acting on particl
so that the relatively strong disturbance onB phase due to the
oscillatory motion of mobile particles produces some defe
in lamellar structures. When the diffusion coefficientD is too
large, some defects are still revealed due to very strong p
separation which largely lowers the oscillating effects. Ho
ever, the effective diffusion coefficientD is hard to appar-
ently affect on the domain size of formed lamellar structur
Figure 8 gives the time evolution of the lamellar thickne
Rx for different diffusion coefficientsD. The domain sizes
are increased with the increase ofD at the early stage, bu

FIG. 4. Snapshot pictures of phase separation att5150 000 with

g50.02, v50.002, andg50.1. ~a! c̄ 50.1; ~b! c̄50.25; ~c! c̄
50.4. PhaseA is represented by the gray region, phaseB by the
light gray region, and the mobile particles by black.
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their difference disappears gradually at the late stage.
Finally, we discuss kinetics of the formation of ordere

lamellar phases for different quench depths. In Fig. 9,
show the pattern formation att5100 000 for fixed param-
etersg50.08 andv50.013, by changing the temperatur
dependent parameterA511a. We see that the topologica
defects of domain morphology increase with the increase
quench depth@i.e., largerA values such asA51.5 in Fig.
9~b!#. As usual, as the quench deepens, domains easily f
sharp interfaces and more defects may appear as a res
slow transport between clusters across interfaces. There
the oscillation of particles may lose its role to remove top
logical defects, while theyz-plane lamellar structure re
mains. However, the quench depth has no appreciable ef
on the lamellar domain width at late stage. Figure 10 sho
the time evolution of the characteristic domain sizeRx for

FIG. 5. Snapshot pictures of phase separation onyz plane~at the

lattice indexi 564 alongx axis! with c̄50.4, g50.02,v50.002,
andg50.1. PhaseA is represented by the gray region, phaseB by
the light gray region, and the mobile particles by black.

FIG. 6. Log-log plots of characteristic sizeRyz vs time withg
50.02, v50.002, andg50.1.
3-5
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various values of the parameterA. The growth curvesRx
show a sharp drop, signifying the morphology transiti
from the disordered continuous structure into the lame
one. Especially, we can see clearly that the domain gro
curves overlap at the late stage, i.e., the lamella width

FIG. 8. Log-log plots of characteristic sizeRx vs time with g
50.08, v50.013, andg50.1.

FIG. 7. Snapshot pictures of phase separation for different
ues ofD at t5150 000 withg50.08, v50.013, andg50.1. ~a!
D50.35; ~b! D50.75. PhaseA is represented by the gray regio
phaseB by the light gray region, and the mobile particles by blac
04150
r
th
r

different quench depths are of the same size. This indic
that the characteristic domain size of the lamellar structur
independent of the quench temperature, and is determine
only oscillatory frequencyv and amplitudeg under a fixed
interaction strengthg.

FIG. 10. Log-log plots of characteristic sizeRx vs time withg
50.08,v50.013, andg50.1.

l-

.

FIG. 9. Snapshot pictures of phase separation for dee
quenches att5100 000 withg50.08, v50.013, andg50.1. ~a!
A51.3; ~b! A51.5. PhaseA is represented by the gray region
phaseB by the light gray region, and the mobile particles by blac
3-6
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the phase separation
binary polymer blend with the inclusion of mobile particle
under periodically oscillating driving fields, and examin
the dependence of the morphology and the domain size
the oscillating fields, the relative composition between t
phases, the diffusion coefficient, and quench temperat
The oscillatory particles breakup the isotropy of the syst
and anisotropically suppress composition fluctuations, le
ing to the formation of ordered structures by competing w
the phase separation of the system. In particular, we obs
a cylindrical phase parallel to the oscillatory direction und
weak oscillating field and a defect-free lamellar phase p
pendicular to the oscillatory direction under strong oscill
ing force. These highly ordered structures become v
stable because the domain growths at the late stage ar
most suppressed. We have also explored the effects o
diffusion coefficient and quench depth on the lamellar str
tures and corresponding growth dynamics, indicating that
defect-free lamellar structures may be realized by choos
.
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reasonable parameters, and the characteristic thickness o
lamellar structure is mainly determined by the strength
oscillatory force acting on particles. Finally, we point o
that for the overall electroneutrality constraint with zero to
charge, we can consider a system with colloidal partic
each carrying positive or negative unit charge. A similar
dered pattern can be expected because the symmetry is
broken by an ‘‘electric’’ field which drives positive and neg
tive charges in opposite directions. In addition, we can a
introduce a short-ranged coupling interaction with Yuka
potential to describe the realistic case with ‘‘counterion
around charged particles. Further studies will be highly
sirable.
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